
WRITING AND GRAMMAR EXERCISES

Why improve your understanding of grammar and punctuation? A Guide to Using these Exercises Â· Punctuation Marks
Â· The colon. The semicolon. The comma.

Join our discussion group on Facebook. The eBook and the Workbook contain all of the Daily Grammar
lessons and quizzes. Lessons cover the mechanics of grammar, which is also known as capitalization and
punctuation. Choose activities Decide if you want your students to proofread passages, combine sentences, or
complete a diagnostic. We will post lessons to the blog Monday through Friday, with a quiz on Saturday.
Engage students with adaptive activities Challenge students with questions that automatically adapt based on
their previous responses. Links to all of these grammar lessons and quizzes can be found on our archive page.
Monitor comprehension on specific writing standards. Intervene where students struggle See exactly where
your students need intervention with our comprehensive reports. How Quill Works Set up your classroom,
without IT You can quickly and easily set up your classroom in Quill by inputting student names or providing
students with a unique code. Daily Grammar consists of lessons and 88 quizzes. Differentiate learning to meet
the needs of all students Assign specific activities for ELLs and students with learning differences. Get
immediate feedback for your students Save time grading and watch your students correct their mistakes
instantly. Join over 2, schools using Quill to advance student writing. Easily sign up with Google Classroom
With one click all of your students and classes will be imported. Use easy-to-consume reporting Use our
reporting to spot trends and identify growth opportunities. If you use Google Classroom or Clever, you can
automatically set up your classroom with one click. Bill Johanson, a thirty-year English-teaching veteran. Pete
wanted to find a way to easily teach grammar to those in need of lessons. Over concepts totaling 50 hours of
quality curriculum. Have a question? We provide a complimentary email service through the Daily Grammar
Blog. We also have a Twitter account that will have daily tweets with links to our lessons. Daily Grammar is
sponsored by Yeah Write for Windows, an easy-to-use word processor. Teachers who teach in our public
school system, have our permission to duplicate and use the Daily Grammar lessons in their classrooms so
long as the copyright information is preserved. In order to fulfill his wish, Pete sought out the help of Mr. He
has taught high school and junior high school English classes for thirty years and has done a great job of
preparing his students for college. Bill Johanson is the author of all the Daily Grammar lessons. Daily
Grammar Welcome to Daily Grammar! Use our ten minute activities as building blocks during your classroom
instruction. To view Lesson 1, click here.


